
The Red-shafted

Northern Flickers are

excavating nesting

holes with an urgent

vigour.

Hi Everyone,

John Muir, a great Scottish - American
naturalist who was the “father” of the
American National Parks, said that, 

“Spring work is going on with joyful
enthusiasm.” 

Some of the traditional signs of the
enthusiasm of spring at Swan Lake are 
in full bloom right now. The trees are 
starting to blossom.
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The first shoots of the

wild Cammas flowers

are well on their way.

And Oregon Grapes are

pushing out their fresh

new buds that will open

into beautiful yellow

flowers soon.
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While some signs of spring are expected,

others were kind of surprising. I thought it

was very early in the season to see a turtle

sunning on the log, but the pull of spring is

strong. Turtles are cold blooded and rely

on the warmth of the environment around

them to be able to function. During the

winter they can slow down their

metabolism and enter a state of torpor

where the heart beats only once every few

minutes while they rest on the bottom.

When it warms up they bask in the sun on

logs or even by roads to shake off their

groggy, hibernation induced fog, so if you

see a turtle on the trail give them a little

space while they recover. 

It was equally surprising to see frogs

coming out so early. This one was

spotted in murky water by a very young

Swan Lake visitor who had better eyes

than mine. 

Frogs are also cold blooded and

hibernate in the debris and mud on the

bottom of the lake. During this time they

can actually absorb oxygen from water

by “breathing” through their skin!
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Another rare sight to see in spring were

the minks frolicking in the tall grasses. A

pair were rambunctiously chasing and

fighting noisily, which is common courtship

behaviour, but not usually right by the

boardwalk. They were so fast I couldn’t get

two in the same picture as they never sat

still at all. Once they settle into mating

they will do so repeatedly for up to an

hour. Now that is enthusiasm!
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It’s also a good time of year to see the numerous small birds at Swan Lake

before the new leaves provide dense cover once again. They are also easier

to find because they are all singing so enthusiastically that they hard to

miss. This is a Fox Sparrow digging for insects in the top of an old stump.
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At first glance it looked

like Nessie from Loch Ness

had a cousin in Swan

Lake who was emerging

from the lake too.

But it was just the River

Otters enjoying spring

fishing in the warm sun.



They are a very slender

and pretty little bird

with long pointed

wings.
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The very aptly named

Yellow-rumped Warblers

have also been seen

chasing insects just

above the surface of

the water. But the Ruby-crowned Kinglet

takes the prize for the

smallest and cutest with its

white eye rings and wing bars.
The ruby coloured crown seems so small as to

ask why bother, but when courting a female the

male can can show his enthusiasm by making

the crown stand up on end and put on a flash of

brilliant colour dazzling enough to get the

attention of the most furtive female.

Barn Swallows, which are very hard to
photograph in flight because of their
twisting darting flight pattern as they
chase insects, have returned after a long
winter absence. 
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The Double-crested

Cormorants seem to

have caught a little

spring fever too.

While the Bewick's Wren looks

similar, its eye stripe is more

pronounced and its beak is

long and slender.

These two were soon

joined by a third that

desired a prestigious

perching spot as well.

At first the established

Cormorant wouldn’t

move and told the new

comer in no uncertain

terms to leave him

alone.

Speaking about cute, the Marsh Wren
is one of my favourites. with its tiny
beak, up-tilted tail and never ending
chattering coming from the cattails
where the male likes to build its nest.
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Robin Williams, who was one of my

favourite comedians explained,

“Spring is natures way of saying, 

‘Let’s party!” So while the Mallards,

who started before everyone else,

may be already sleeping it off,

many more of the residents of Swan Lake are embracing spring with

such great enthusiasm that a walk around the lake can fill you with the

vigour of a Spring Tonic. Don’t miss it!      

Take care, Lenny
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Who then spread his wings and

displayed the coloured skin on

his neck to anyone who might

be attracted by it. 

But he was forced off his spot by
the enthusiastic behaviour of the
newcomer. 
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